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Emerging London-based architecture and 3D design studio Nebbia Works has unveiled 
‘Between Forests and Skies’, an immersive pavilion at the V&A as part of the 2021 London 
Design Festival (18 - 26 September).
 
The practice was commissioned by the V&A and En+ Group, the world's largest producer 
of low-carbon aluminium and independent hydropower, to design a pavilion to profile the 
fundamental role of low-carbon raw materials in creating a more sustainable world.

The pavilion is positioned over the pool in the centre of The John Madejski Garden at the 
V&A, where the shimmering qualities of the aluminium surfaces interplay with the reflections 
of the pool. Visitors are invited to enter and interact with the pavilion, offering a moment of 
reflection between the forest of aluminium legs and upwards to the sky through the intricate 
cut-and-fold form of the structure.   

Light, durable, and almost infinitely recyclable, aluminium is already ubiquitous in its use. 
Developments in decarbonising its production are critical to a low-carbon future across a 
vast array of industries. The pavilion is made from aluminium produced using En+ Group’s 
unique inert anode technology which generates a thousand times less emissions than the 
current average for the industry, and is powered by renewable electricity. Direct and indirect 
smelter emissions are at 0.01, compared to 12 t CO2/t Al for the industry average.  
  
‘Between Forests and Skies’ uses a minimal volume of material to create a seemingly 
delicate yet robust self-supporting structure to demonstrate the unique qualities of 
aluminium. Minimal cuts and bends to the sheet material transform it from a 2D object into a 
complex 3D forest-like space, which mirrors and distorts the shifts and changes of the day. 

It is constructed of 27 individual pieces of 3m x 1.5m x 20mm aluminium plates (dimensions 
dictated by the access and loading restrictions through the museum). The legs are waterjet-
cutouts of each sheet, peeled down from the canopy to open up views to the sky. The 27 
pieces are bolted together with an array of circular connection plates attached to the top 
surface. This system means that the pavilion can be easily dismantled, relocated and rebuilt.

The pavilion builds on Nebbia Works’ previous investigations into the qualities of aluminium 
as demonstrated in their Tighten Table Series, a range of household, display and exhibition 
tables each created from a single sheet of hand-polished, recycled aluminium, manually 
bent and tensioned with ratchet straps. It further explores the innate strength of aluminium 
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coupled with algorithmically solved leg positions to create a self-supporting structure which 
touches the ground lightly.

‘Between Forests and Skies’ will be installed at the V&A throughout London Design Festival, 
and remain there until 16 October. At the end of its life cycle, it will be smelted back into 
aluminium ingot for a multitude of other uses.  

Brando Posocco, Director, Nebbia Works, said:  
“It is an honour to have been selected for this prestigious commission for LDF, joining 
a legacy which includes Kengo Kuma, Frida Escobedo and Zaha Hadid. As a studio, we 
are conscious of the provenance of the materials we specify and the agency we have as 
designers and specifiers to advocate for low-carbon materials and manufacturing. This 
project has been tracked from its extraction to production, manufacture and installation; it 
has been rewarding to work on a commission which explores the unique qualities and life 
cycle of one single material.”

Madhav Kidao, Director, Nebbia Works, said:
“Aluminium can be perceived as mechanical, machined and cold. Conceptually we wanted to 
introduce character and romance into the material through physical manipulation. We were 
keen to create a structure that encapsulates the feeling of precise irregularity, producing 
an environment composed of mechanically identical but spatially random components, 
emulating what we experience in the natural world. The experience of the pavilion is a 
dreamlike state between the sky and the reflection of the sky; the world and the reflection of 
the world.”

Lord Barker, Executive Chairman of En+ Group, said:
"En+ Group has been delighted to work with the V&A and the talented designers at Nebbia 
Works to produce a truly thought-provoking piece of art. We are pleased to launch this piece 
at the 2021 London Design Festival, which shares our focus on improving climate awareness. 
Ahead of COP26 in Glasgow, the pavilion serves as a prominent, visual reminder of the really 
critical role that low-carbon aluminium needs to play if we are to meet the goals of the Paris 
Agreement and start to turn the tide on climate change."

Tristram Hunt, Director of the V&A, said: 
“As the world’s leading museum of art, design and performance, the V&A is approaching 
the climate crisis with an ethos of urgent responsibility and collaboration to help inspire 
innovative and creative responses. Our ambition is to explore the ideas and realities of what 
environmental sustainability means across generations, locations and societies. As the 
one-time Museum of Manufacture, we are proud to be partnering with En+ on this exciting 
material exploration of low carbon aluminium, and we look forward to seeing this beautiful 
pavilion on display at the V&A for London Design Festival.”

Meneesha Kellay, Project Commissioner and Curator, said: 
“Nebbia Works have created a truly stunning sculptural pavilion constructed from the 
lowest carbon aluminium the world has ever produced. The simplicity of the design - using 
a minimal amount of cuts to transform 2D sheets into a 3D space - belies its complexity. 
Nebbia Works were selected from a competitive two-stage invited tender process, their 
pavilion is the centrepiece of an exciting V&A curated programme featuring majority 
emerging designers addressing some of the biggest challenges facing society today.”
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Visuals download link: 
https://bit.ly/2XzuXmp

NOTES TO EDITORS

Location:    The John Madejski Garden, V&A, Cromwell Rd, London  
   SW7 2RL
Site area:    121.5m²  
Client:    V&A and En+ Group
Architect:    Nebbia Works  
Structural Engineer:    Format Engineers
Fabricator and install team:  Littlehampton Welding Ltd
Project Commissioner 
and Curator:    Meneesha Kellay 
Project Manager:    Catriona Macdonald
Partnership Manager:    Lucy Lloyd-Jones 
Photography:    © Ed Reeve             

Nebbia Works  is a London-based architecture and 3D design studio founded in 2018 by 
architects Madhav Kidao and Brando Posocco. 

Working on the periphery of architecture, and adopting a multidisciplinary approach, 
Nebbia Works focuses on projects which are research and narrative-driven, leading to 
compelling and often unconventional solutions. The studio’s portfolio ranges from structures, 
environments, experiences and objects through to masterplanning; on commissions for 
individuals, institutions, brands and municipalities, as well as collaborations with other 
designers and artists.

The practice is based in a workshop-studio where prototyping, simulation and manufacturing 
take centre stage, and the studio is involved in every step of the process from inception to 
installation. 

Cofounders Kidao and Posocco met working at Heatherwick Studio, where they worked as 
part of the core design team on the Lincoln Center concert hall redevelopment and Google’s 
UK HQ in King’s Cross. 

India-born Madhav Kidao trained at University of Nottingham and The Bartlett. He has 
practised as an architect internationally, working in studios in Tokyo, Amsterdam, Abu Dhabi 
and New York, and as an art director working for Lucasfilm, Ridley Scott Films and Apple.

Italy-born Brando Posocco trained at Università IUAV di Venezia, followed by architectural 
practices in Beijing and London. He has worked as an architectural photographer for Abitare, 
Domus and Casabella. He is a regular critic at London Metropolitan University’s School of 
Art, Architecture and Design.  

Current projects range in scale from a fine dining concept restaurant-store in north London, 
to the masterplanning of a former industrial district in northern Italy.

nebbia.works
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